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Cultural Achievements of the Italian Renaissance. Essay by mouldy1, October to the masses quickly and reliably was a
major cultural achievement.

His father, Giovanni, was a painter and poet for the local Duke. It was primarily a time of revival after a long
period of social decline and stagnation. There must be some information on how this outburst of art and other
works began, as before the Renaissance Italy was in a The Italian Renaissance Essay words - 4 pages The
Italian Renaissance The Italian Renaissance was one of the most colorful, vital, and exciting times in history.
In , the directors of the art of the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral held a contest for artists; to create panels for
a the doors on the east entrance Kleiner,  Many of the artists whom are nowadays considered the greatest of all
time, lived and worked in Italy during the Renaissance. This does not imply that all theadvances of painting
came from this period but that the masters learned tocombine new and old. This period took place between the
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. Many of the He also built a powerful telescope and used it to show that the
Earth and other planets revolved around the sun and not, as religious authorities argued, the other way around.
It also encouraged people to use experimentation and observation to solve earthly problems. This period took
place between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. This was later described as the "Renaissance", "the
cultural achievements through sixteenth centuries; those achievements rest on the economic and political
developments of earlier centuries". Even after the death of his father, Raphael never gave up on art. It was a
time when new ideas were formed, worldlyplaces became more important, and great people became known.
Northern Renaissance painters were especially focused on detail. Once more there is the same use of a red
robe and a dark blue mantel to cloth Mary, which are symbolic throughout Italian Renaissance paintings of her
virginity and raised Other Popular Essays. Leonardo da Vinci, possibly one of the greatest painters in the
world, was born in Florence and lived his adulthood in Florence, the essence and heart of the Italian
Renaissance. Get Essay It was based upon classical culture so students studied classical authors, philosophers
and mathematicians, for example: Ovia, Cicero, Livy, Plato and Aristotle. The Renaissance is also a time that
is marked by growth, exploration, and rebirth. This time period had great effects on art and literature. In , the
Council of Trent officially established the Roman Inquisition. Northern Artistic Renaissance focused more on
empirical observation and accurately paying attention to details of visual reality. Essay Topic: Literature ,
Humanism Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Urbino was said to be one of the cultural
centers of Italy, a place where artists went to be successful. Both standards of literature portrayed the belief
that In this time each citizen, countrymen, or villager had and performed different jobs and careers.


